Histological demonstration of glucose transporters, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, and glycogen in gas gland cells of the swimbladder: is a metabolic futile cycle operating?
Luminal surface of the swimbladder is covered by gas gland epithelial cells and is responsible for inflating the swimbladder by generating O(2) from Root-effect hemoglobin that releases O(2) under acidic conditions. Acidification of blood is achieved by lactic acid secreted from gas gland cells, which are poor in mitochondria but rich in the glycolytic activity. The acidic conditions are locally maintained by a countercurrent capillary system called rete mirabile. To understand the regulation of anaerobic metabolism of glucose in the gas gland cells, we analyzed the glucose transporter expressed there and the fate of ATP generated by glycolysis. The latter is important because the ATP should be immediately consumed otherwise it strongly inhibits the glycolysis rendering the cells unable to produce lactic acid anymore. Expression analyses of glucose transporter (glut) genes in the swimbladder of fugu (Takifugu rubripes) by RT-PCR and in situ hybridization demonstrated that glut1a and glut6 are expressed in gas gland cells. Immunohistochemical analyses of metabolic enzymes demonstrated that a gluconeogenesis enzyme fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (Fbp1) and a glycolytic enzyme glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gapdh) are highly expressed in gas gland cells. The simultaneous catalyses of glycolysis and gluconeogenesis reactions suggest the presence of a futile cycle in gas gland cells to maintain the levels of ATP low and to generate heat that helps reduce the solubility of O(2).